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illy calculating the evolulion of a realistic surfaec prmrbaim
f= inlo its nmlinear
regime. using a 2D Lapsmgian mlimion-bykdynmnics euk% ~
~urtrmkm
which
ccmsislsinitially of mesh displaccmem in * capsuk, is repmemd by fhe sun of many
spkrisal hsmmmicmo&~ having finite mnplimdes and realistic spcu’um. A 90-degree
sector of the capsule is maleled allowing popes boun@ amdkions fcw att males
simulummusly. Became of be @e disumion of be mesh ttw occursdusing h calculatims. it is necessiuy to rezone h mesh frequemly. by mapping pbysieat wiabks 10 a
new undimmed mesh. No makl-spcific parmnews are rquired in this Mmique. We
have used tbe Mmique to calculwe be yield of seveml designs fm a Ntional Ignition
Ftii[y
eapsuk as a function of initia! root-mean-~uare surfxe SO@Inew u of LIE inner
abtamr surfaceor ~ irmesmyopic JT surke. Tjpisally fm a capsulewe find a ‘cliff.
aI a aitical value of o = Util suchM the yield of W @psule deemasesab’uptty fm 0>
Urn,. implicatinga failure 10 ignile. The vaks of cr~l we eompte am probably upper limits becauseof M lack of 3D effects ml inaccuraciesin Lagrangian modeling of such
unsuible flows. 1! is expected WI more murme modeling. perhap wii.tr 3D EuMarI
codes wi!l iead IO smatkr values fos oh. We m k@nning 10 carry oul smdies of*
coupling of low-mode mdiaticm flux as-vmmeuies m higher-mode surface purbamn .,
We fepon also on sensitivity studiesLhalexamine & sespmse of a capsule10 small vanlIhs in the dsiving laser’s pwes histay. We find lkuurealistic surfa4xs&crease a capsules *lily
to tolerate drive varMons.

INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamic instabilities am processes that amplify small perturbations in
the implosion of an ICF capsule, generally leading to a degradation in the performance of tie capsule. If perturbations grow large enou~h. they may prevent
fusion ignition by interfering with the compressions.1 heaung of the fusion fuel.
for exampk, or by increasin the surface area throu h which heat is lost from tie
fuel, or by reducing the e f!activeness of a- artick mpping, With even inure
growth. the perturbations may generatehy ! rodynamic turbulence. which can
transpcm mass. momentum, and energy in a way Ihat disrupts the desired flow.

To have cemfidence that our predictions of ignition am correct for National Ignition F~il.ity (NIF) capsules. then, it is necessary that we have a sound theoretical
and computational understanding of the effect of hydrodynamic instabilities in
ICF implosions.
Several approaches have been used over the years to compute the effect of
such imtabilities. An early technique was to solve t!!e lineariA perturkd
hydrtiynamic equations. including energy flow by radiation and conduction. in
a postprocekngmode(l). Later it was realiti that the fwst-onkr flow could be
cakulated by a 2D nonlinear radiation-hydrodynamics code simultaneously with
the zerotb-order calculation (2-4). obviating the need for a sz;mte lkarized
perturbation code We csll these first-order single-me+ (FOSM) calculations.
One may compute the instability amplification factor of single spherical harmonic males at some unstable interface by either of these approaches. assuming
that the modes do not interact. Then one superimposes the modes IinearIy and
determines the RMS deviation of the surface tney &fine. giving a length scales
over which materials are assumed to be mixed across the interface. The process.
as outlined in Refs. 4 and 5. accounts for the weak nonlinearity by which neighboring modes influence one another’s saturation. using a saturation parameter
which must be nonnalizd to experiment.
The mixing length wles obtained by this approach of linear mode supeqmsition (LMS) is then used as input to a separate lD calculation in which the capsule performance is finally dekrrnined. In recent implementations of this mcxkl.
a heat-conduction multiplier is used in tie 1D calculation to account for the fact
that the thermal conductive flux across the unstable interface is enhanced as its
area increases due lo the growth of the perturbation.

NONLINEAR MULTIMODE CALCULATIONS
Recent evidence from theory and experiment (6.7) points to a picture of latestage instability in ICF implosions which is at variance with the LMS picture. In
the latter. materials are assumed to be thoroughly mixed at an atomic scale across
unstable interfaces (5). throughout a region who= thickness is given by the mixing length scales. The new evidence. however. suggests that unstable interfaces
in ICF implosimm are deformed into a network of polygonal Iwbbles surrounded
by spike sheaths during the acceleration phase of the implosion. The bubbles
occur with a range of sizes. but there is a dominant scale characterizing the largest and therefore most rapidly growing bubbles. Tk implication is that instability dismpts these flows. not by fine-scale mixing as in the LMS picture. but hy
large-scale effects such as those mentioned above. provided that the initial perturbation is not mo large.
To model the bubble-network picture of hydrodynamic instability. we have
performed calculations in which the unstable flow is represented directly with as
much detail and as few modeling approximations as possible, given the coilstraints of finite machine memoty and two-dimensionality. We use the same type
of 2D radiation-hydrodynamics code that is used for the FOSM calculations
&scribed above, but our approach differs in several ways: many spherical harmonic modes (u to 24 thus far) are pment in a single calculation; the amplitudes of the m& s are realistic. not infinitesimal: and a 90-degree quadrant of
the capsule is represented, to allow proper boundary conditions for all modes
simultaneous] y.

Furthermore, unlike the LMS approach. we do not run a separate calculation
to model capsule performance. since the yield and other attributes of the capsule
wth. Thus we avoid
are calculated at the same time as the perturbation
assumptions zbout mode Saturation or erlhmtced heat r OW.since we calculate
these effects explicitly. and have no need for model parameters that actjust their
magnitudes.
Twodimensionality intrcnbes at least IWOshcmcomings in the calculations.
one of which we can compensate for. while the other we cannoL Fti a 2D surface is inherently less rough than a 3D surface with the same spherical harmonic
spectrum. bcause of its axial symmetry. This is reflected in the expressions for
the RIMSdeviation of such surfaces. For an isotropically rough 3D surface.

while

for ii 2D surface. where Rio is the amplitude of the spherical harmonic Ylo.The
factor 2/+1 in the expression tor ~~D arises from the azimuthal roughness in a
3D surface. and clearly has the effect of increasing the importance of higher
mode numbers in 3D relative to 2D. To uy m compensate for this effec~ in our
calculations. we modify the relative amplitude of all modes in the 2D spectrum
by the factor 2/+1. while keeping the total u constant. This modified spectrum
we call a “bandwidth-equivalent-RMS”’ (BER) spectrum. because it has no[ on]y
the same toud 6 as the 3D spectrum which it is supposed to represent. but :ach
mode. or band of modes. makes the same relative contribution m the total 6 as in
the 3D spectrum.
The other shon,coming arks ‘becauseof the fact that 2D bubbles grow more
slowly than 3D bubbles. This is called the “shape effects” (7). and was pointed
out h? Layzer (8). lle tmninal velocity of a bubble is shout S0% higher in 3D
than m 2D. for large density nxios. There is no obvious way to compensate for
the shape effect in a 2D calculation. so a resolution must await 3D calculations.
In the meantime. we take the viewpoint that 2D calculations furnish a lower limit
lo the magnitude of the disruptive effects of a penurbation with a given initial
60 and therefore our conclusions about the maximum tolerable G = crm, are
actually uppr limits to its value.
Another issue raised by our nonlinear multimode calculations is that of
~rangian
mesh distortion. Because the retie amplitudes are finite. the ~rturIxmon at an intefiace can eventually grow to seriously disturb the capsule implosion. In this case the distinction between zcroth-order and first-order flow is lost.
distinct bubbles and spikes form in the density structwe. and the mesh becomes
greatlydeformed. ‘Ilte code’s Courant time step drops to an extremely small values or the implicit radiation-diRusion algorithm fails. haltin the calculation.
To continue the calculation requires rezoning, that is, & fining a new. more
regular mesh, and mapping the physical variables from the old deformed mesh to
the new regular mesh. To define the new mesh. we use a mmeshing technique

due to Brackbill and Saltzman (9). which allows the mesh to dapt to steep gradients in physical vmiables solving an elliptical equation m define the new mesh
lines using the old mesh as a boundary condition. Then a 2nd-order-accurate
technique due to Scannapieco (10) is used for the remapping of variables. By
qeated application of the rezoning proceduru we can follow flow patterns
which are quite turbulent, It is clear. however. tnat the calculated performance of
a capsule. in particular its yield. can be affected by the ex.m prescription for
rezoning (e.g.. the time at which rezoning begi~ the frequency with which it is
carried OULand the degree to which the new mesh is allowed to approach the
exact Brackbill-Saltzman solutioii). The sensitivity is greetest near “c!iffs”’in initial surface roughness. i.e., when ~ is near ~~v The effect is to make the location of the cliff uncmain to some degree. We are currently assessing the relative
accurtw j of the various ~mcriptiorts for rezoning. through comparison to experiments and theory. In tk meantime. we will simply COnCIUde that rezoning is
required to allow these calculations to continue through dw time of fusion bum
of the capsule. but introduces some uncertainty into the RSUILS.

NIF CAPSULE CALCULATIONS
We have applied the nonlinear multimode technique to several NIF designs.
in order to specify the maximum tolerable UOof various surfaces in the capsule.
Figure 1 shows tie initial perturbation of the inner deuterium-rntium (DT) ice
interface in one calculation of the “PT’ design (11). where the perturbation is the
sum of 24 spherical harmonic modes (/=2.4.6.. .,48). The modal amplitudes are
given by a BER spectrum obtained by scaling a 1D Fourier analysis of c~ogenic
DT data to a 2D power spectrum. and them applying the BER enhancement discussed earlier
Calculations using the BER spectrum am still in progress. but we have carried out other studies of the FT capsule with spectra tha~ are simply scaled
directly from tie 2D power spectrum of DT ice surfaces without the BER
enhancement. to determine tie effect of specwal sha~ on our conclusions abcnu
the maximum tolerable surface rcughness. In these studies. we have taken a particular initial spectrum and scaled il up or down to vary a. As Fig. 2 sho.vs. the
yield of the PT capsule is rehmive]y insensitive to c until it reaches a critical
value. Ctil. above which the yield falls dramatically. indicating a failure to
ignite, Open circles in Fig. 2 show results for an 8-mode ptmurbation with relatively high modes on]y (/=12. 16.20.....40). while the filled circles show results
for a 24-mode spectmm with low mcdes included (1=2.4,6,..,.48). The location of
thecliff. cl=o ~.~ mf’e~s
“
for the .spectium with low modes included. becau.w
low modes grow \ ess rapidly than high mcules and produce less disruption of the
flow. The scatter in the calculated yields near the cliffs is caused by variations in
the prescription for rezoning. The dashed lines indicate a lower limit to the calculated performance, which we adopt at pment as the most cautious estimate.
Using the technique of direct nonlinear multimode ins!abilit? simulations.
we can now begin to examine the coupling of various asymmetries and departures from ideal driving conditions. simultaneously or taken a few at a time. For
exam le. we can into
rate the low-mode radiation tive asymmetry. determin J by an he ratedT ohlraum calculation, into our instability calculations. to
examine its coupt ‘ng to surface pefiurbations, Such studies arc now in progress.
We can perturb two or more surfaces simultaneously. to examine how such pr-
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Figure 2. Variationof ieldwithDT ice inner surface roughness,for an Wnode perturbation (open circles)aK a 24-mode perturbatkm (filkd circles).

turbathms couple and reduce the allowable roughness at either surface. We can
study the sensitivity of a capsule to vtitions in the hohlraum drive histo~. as is
often done in 1i), but now include he non-ideal circumsuuwes of surface roughness and drive asymmetry. Figure 3 shows results of such a study, in which the
yield of a NIF capsule is determined as a function of the temperature in the final
drive ulse. Open circles show the standard lD resul~ which assumes perfect
smoo L ss of all capsule surfaces. ‘l’he filled circles show the effect of roughness with 20 nm RMS on the outer surface of the ablmor, abcnu the limit ~f our
current fabrication capability. Most of the capsu;e’s ability to tolerate low drive
is negated by surface roughness. Futurr sttxhes will include drive asymmetry
and pertur!?ations on all surfaces simultaneously. when examining wnsitivity to
drive variations.
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